
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - DANCE - YEAR 11
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Year Group:
Year 11

Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2

Topic Name

1. Dance
Appreciation

2. Solo
Performance

3. Performance in
Duo/Trio

4. Solo or Group
Choreography

Anthology Recap and preparation
for Year 11 Trial dance
appreciation Exam

This term students recap all the
Anthology works studied and if any
are outstanding this term is
allocated to complete all 6
professional works. They also
develop exam technique through
various strategies: common
mis-conceptions, examination
report from previous year, mini
tests on key dance vocabulary, mock
exam papers with mark schemes,
section A timed practice focusing on
hypothetical dance stimuli, revision
strategies, section B focusing on 12
mark essays (all possibilities) and a
series of timed examinations where
the focus is on section A, B and C in
one go and separately.

NEA final Performance in Duo/Trio

Students learn two how to perform
in a  duo/trio for approximately
three minutes and to reflect the
defined choreographic intent.
Students are taught three motifs
from each set phrase not used for
solo performance and along with
motifs given to students by the
teacher the students develop
material to create their
performance in a duo/trio. (For
scheme,
ownership of genre and style comes
from the students but the
framework and overall structure is
devised by the teacher/teachers.)
They will have the opportunity to
develop their dance appreciation
skills further (linked to section B of
Dance written exam) by developing
their critical analysis, interpreting,
evaluation and reflective skills
through home learning tasks of
their own work in performance.

Set Phrase Examination

If students haven’t been examined
in this area at the end of year 10
they should use the first half term
(Autumn term 1) to recap both Shift

NEA final Performance in
Duo/Trio

Students learn two how to
perform in a  duo/trio for
approximately three minutes and
to reflect the defined
choreographic intent.
Students are taught three motifs
from each set phrase not used
for solo performance and along
with motifs given to students by
the teacher the students develop
material to create their
performance in a duo/trio. (For
scheme
Ownership on genre and style
comes from the students, but
framework and overall structure
is devised by the
teacher/teachers.
They will have the opportunity to
develop their dance appreciation
skills further (linked to section B
of Dance written exam) by
developing their critical analysis,
interpreting, evaluation and
reflective skills through home
learning tasks) of their own work
in performance.

NEA Final Solo/Group
Choreography

Students learn how to
choreograph a solo of
approximately two and a half
minutes and to reflect the
stimulus chosen.
Throughout this scheme of work
students are presented with a
series of workshops to develop
their creative response to a
variety of stimuli: words, poem
or a piece of text, a
photograph/image, a prop,
accessory or object, a feature of
the natural world, an everyday
activity or topical or historical
event. From this they decide
which stimulus they wish to use
and develop the dance over a
term.
Students develop choreographic
skills, such as, developing
actions, space and dynamics and

Solo Choreography

Students learn how to
choreograph a solo of
approximately two and a half
minutes and to reflect the
stimulus chosen.
Throughout this scheme of work
students are presented with a
series of workshops to develop
their creative response to a
variety of stimuli: words, poem or
a piece of text, a
photograph/image, a prop,
accessory or object, a feature of
the natural world, an everyday
activity or topical or historical
event. From this they decide
which stimulus they wish to use
and develop the dance over a
term.
Students develop choreographic
skills, such as, developing actions,
space and dynamics and are
guided through developing motifs,
structuring and choreographic
devices as well as choosing
appropriate aural setting linked to
their choreographic intent.
They view each other’s work and
provide feedback to improve their
own and other’s work.
They will have the opportunity to
develop their dance appreciation
skills further by developing their
critical analysis, interpreting,
evaluation and reflective skills of
their own work in choreography.

NEA final Performance in
Duo/Trio

Students learn two how to
perform in a  duo/trio for
approximately three minutes and
to reflect the defined
choreographic intent.
Students are taught three motifs
from each set phrase not used for
solo performance and along with
motifs given to students by the
teacher the students develop
material to create their
performance in a duo/trio. (For
scheme

Evening of Dance
Preparation

The year 11 students will
perform their duo/trios and
choreographies in the
Evening of Dance therefore
students spend this term
working on physical,
technical, expressive and
mental skills in relation to
their solo/group
choreography and
performance in a duo/trio.
This enables students to
develop time management
and rehearsal skills to
ensure they are ready for a
key event, examination or
performance.

*Visiting examiner to carry
out a trial practical exam for
year 11 NEA work. Teachers
to give feedback to students
in time to improve for Evening
of Dance and final exam date;
End of March

All NEA work must be
completed by the end of
Spring Term 2.

Anthology Recap and
preparation for 2nd Year 11
Trial Dance Appreciation
Exam

Once the practical
examination is complete the
students recap all the
Anthology works studied
again. They also develop
exam technique through
various strategies: common
mis-conceptions,
examination report from
previous year, mini tests on
key dance vocabulary, mock
exam papers with mark
schemes, section A timed
practice focusing on
hypothetical dance stimuli,
revision strategies, section

Set Phrase Examination
Preparation
If students wish to improve on
their solo performance mark
they are able to re-do at the
start of this term. This must be
completed by the start of May.
Deadline is May 7th.

Dance Appreciation Exam
Preparation

This term students develop
exam technique through various
strategies: common
mis-conceptions, examination
report from previous year, mini
tests on key dance vocabulary,
section A timed practice
focusing on hypothetical dance
stimuli, revision strategies,
section B focusing on 12 mark
essays (all possibilities) and a
series of timed examinations
where the focus is on section A,
B and C in one go and
separately.

STUDY LEAVE

Students attend extra revision
sessions arranged by their class
teacher.

Booster session on Saturday
before the written exam. All
students to attend!



and Breathe or whichever set
phrases they are learning (Flux and
Scoop) and rehearse in preparation
for the examination. The focus this
term, unlike the previous terms, was
physical and technical skills, now it
is on performance skills: expressive
and mental skills.
*recap, reflect and refine*
At this stage rehearsal focuses on
students performing as a soloist.
The process of filming, self and peer
feedback and teacher feedback are
key to progress.
At the end of this unit students are
filmed one by one in both Shift and
Breathe or the corresponding set
phrases.

are guided through developing
motifs, structuring and
choreographic devices as well as
choosing appropriate aural
setting linked to their
choreographic intent.
They view each other’s work and
provide feedback to improve
their own and other’s work.
They will have the opportunity to
develop their dance appreciation
skills further by developing their
critical analysis, interpreting,
evaluation and reflective skills of
their own work in choreography.

Ownership on genre and style
comes from the students, but
framework and overall structure
is devised by the
teacher/teachers.
They will have the opportunity to
develop their dance appreciation
skills further (linked to section B
of Dance written exam) by
developing their critical analysis,
interpreting, evaluation and
reflective skills through home
learning tasks) of their own work
in performance.

B focusing on 12 mark
essays (all possibilities) and
a series of timed
examinations where the
focus is on section A, B and
C in one go and separately.

Extra-Curricular
opportunities

More able students deliver Year
7&8 Dance Clubs.
Dance Captains in School
production.

More able students deliver Year
7&8 Dance Clubs.
The Great Big dance off/Rock
Challenge.
Visiting practitioner to support
contact work: James Cousins
Dance Company.

More able students deliver Year
7&8 Dance Clubs.
Theatre trip to see live work to
support choreographic ideas and
performance skills.

More able students deliver
Year 7&8 Dance Clubs.
Evening of Dance.

More able students deliver Year
7&8 Dance Clubs.
Sports Partnership Awards
Evening.
Song and Dance Performance.

More able students deliver Year
7&8 Dance Clubs.
Sports Partnership Awards
Evening.
Sports day Opening Ceremony.
Song and Dance Performance.
Visiting practitioner: Mel Simpson
to improve performance skills of set
phrases.

Opportunities to
develop the whole
student
(Ricky R’s)
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